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The Low Down to Hull & Back News

At home in the

Hills

CHUTES COULONGE

Sculpting sounds out of steel

THE1019 is in Red Alert

TAKE CARE, TAKE ACTION AND TAKE OUT
In a crisis, neighbours help each other: THE1019REPORT is supplying free promotional space,
the restaurants are ready to feed your family, all you need to do is pick up the phone.

GREAT FOOD, GREAT PEOPLE, AND A VARIETY
OF BEER FROM MAINSTREAM TO LOCAL MICROBREWERIES
Maison Publique Hudson takes its name from the term «Public House.»
Starting back as far as the 17th century, people would open the front room
of their homes and invite friends and neighbours in to enjoy a beer and
a chat. These public houses became the hub of their towns, a place where
people could go to congregate, celebrate and have a good time together.

84 rue Cameron, Hudson
450.458.4464

The Cozy Cafe is a big supporter of local business
so be sure to check out our boutique when you stop by for pick-up!
484b Rue Main, Hudson, QC J0P 1H0
lecozycafe.com
450-458-2233
Hudson, Vaudreuil, Saint-Lazare

Taste the best
smoked meat
sandwich
in Montreal
514-2.13.13.13
1057 Bernard Ave, Outremont
No contact delivery at your door

harsh, rough trade and the conditions are dirty. Other than
the money, everything else is
sh**ty,” says Bertrand.
Claiming that “in North
America, nobody makes anything anymore, not really,” he
had a desire to sustain hands-on
creation, and he started his own
blacksmithing business in Nova
Scotia in 2006. Desiring more
artistic work and further clientele, Bertrand made the move
to the Ottawa-Gatineau region

By Hollie Davies
The sound is alluring. At
once cheerful and melancholic,
it’s as if the music was always
hidden within but required just
the right amount of delicate
coaxing to allow itself to be
heard in the physical world.
Former blacksmith turned
handpan artisan Jean-François
Bertrand relocated from Gatineau to a secluded farm in Wakefield in December and he sleeps
above his workspace away from
the distractions of the city, creating the versatile instrument
with an ancient blueprint.
Dating back to the 1700s, the
handpan originated as a means
of
communication
among
enslaved Africans brought to
Trinidad by the French. Rich in
history and awash in cultural
significance, Bertrand insists
that the melodic instrument is
most certainly en route to capture worldwide attention and
has become a trendy addition
to the mainstream music scene,
with artists like Nick Jonas
incorporating the sound into
their music.
“Although they are a traditional instrument, they produce a kind of electronic sound,
like you would hear from a keyboard,” explains Bertrand.
Bertrand, originally from
Montreal, started to sculpt
sounds out of steel three years
ago, and he admits that at first
he had no idea what he was
doing. Although it was a steep

in 2009, creating mostly ornamental railings that mimic the
nuances of nature.
Just shy of 50, Bertrand is no
longer all about the hard labour
and heavy lifting, transitioning
his business products from
ornate railings to handcrafted
handpans. He’s happy to be sitting at a desk in order to create
and perfect these instruments
that carry the people’s music.
For more information go to
https://www.domepans.com

Wakefield’s Jean-François Bertrand is one of only three people in all of
Canada who create traditional handpan musical instruments.
Hollie Davies photo

learning curve and a lengthy
process (think 40 to 60 hours
per piece), he persisted and has
since made over fifty unique
pieces. Only one of three makers
in Canada, and a hundred worldwide, the hand hammering,
pressing, shaping and tuning
is all done through Bertrand’s
skilled hands.
With prices starting at
$1,200 (or $400 for the smaller
ones), Bertrand says that he
is constantly brainstorming

innovative ways for people to
enjoy the handpan, perhaps
through a rental program in
the future because people want
to play them, but simply can’t
afford the hefty price tag.
Before becoming interested
in trade work, the Montreal
native was in web development
at UBISoft, but a shift in the
economy after September 11,
2001 pushed him into going back
to school for welding.
“The welding industry is a

Readers craving Big Macs,
McNuggets,
and
McMuffins may have been wondering what’s going on with the
McDonald’s project in Farm
Point. Is it still happening? Is it
stalled?
Well, The Low Down has
been wondering the same thing
and in short, it’s not clear.
The project to replace the
old barn and farmhouse overlooking Hwy 5 at 17 Ch. Cross
Loop was last before the Chelsea
municipal council in August,
when the council unanimously
granted developer Philippe
Bourque’s request for a minor
exemption that would allow
the roof over the gas pumps to
be made of fibre cement coating to imitate wood with stone
covered columns, and allow
aluminum panels on part of
the McDonald’s facade and the
convenience store signs.
Since then, nothing has happened. This could be chalked
up to the fact that it’s winter

K E V I N C R OSS

R E A L E S TAT E B R O K E R

kevin_cross@ sympatico.ca
WWW. K E VIN-C ROSS.C O M

TAke The
fAmily

Tous les samedis et dimanches en décembre.

for a stroll through
old Aylmer and identify local businesses
with scavenger hunt questions.
you could win gift certificates from
participating businesses (random draw)

Light up the night!
Every Saturday and Sunday in December.

No Big Macs?
By Hunter Cresswell

et identifiez les entreprises locales
en répondant aux questions de la chasse au trésor.
vous pouvez gagnez des chèques-cadeaux
des annonceurs participants (tirage au sort)

Marche nocturne
illuminée!

REAL ESTATE & MORE

Wakefield welder one
in three in Canada
making handpans

Promenez-vous
en famille dans le vieux Aylmer

présentent:

(entre 19h et 20 h)

ConCours

Marchez par ici!

Sentiers illuminés- ~ Illuminated trails
Feu de Joie ~ Bon Fire
Chocolat chaud ~ Hot Chocolat
Visite du Père Noel ~ Visit from Santa

and construction doesn’t go as
smoothly when the ground is
frozen. Or it could be that the
project is no longer moving
forward. Multiple requests for
comment over the past month
have gone unreturned by
Bourque.
Famille Charles IGA owner
Pierre Charles, who recently
opened up an expanded IGA
and gas station next door to
Bourque’s planned development, said Bourque reached
out to him around September
to see if he wanted to buy the 17
Ch. Cross Loop property. Having just completed a large project, Charles said he declined
the offer.
“The timing’s not good,
maybe later, but you never
know,” Charles said in a phone
interview this week.
When asked via email if the
fast food restaurant and gas
station project was still moving
forward, Chelsea Mayor Caryl
Green said, “Staff are waiting to receive plans from the
developer.”

(from 7 to 8 pm)

Contest

Walk this way!

40%
de rabais save 40%
3 cartes d’affaires,
3 bUsiNess cards,
seULeMeNt 180$ + taxes

CA LV I N S M I T H

Couleur gratuite.
Date de tombé: 9 juillet

R E A L E S TAT E B R O K E R

Macintyre Inc.

calvin.smith@ century21.ca

AGENCE IMMOBILIÈRE

W W W . C A LV I N S M I T H . C A

819.775.8161

Publications: 15 et 22 juillet ainsi que le 5 août.

613.371.7999
26 CH. DU CROISSANT, CHELSEA, QC
Elegant 3300 sqft home situated
on a beautiful 2+acre lot with views
overlooking Meech Creek valley.

YOUR

Que pensez-vous d’une
application mobile de
ŠūƥĿǶČîƥĿūŠ pour vous
informer en cas d’exposition
îƭČūƑūŠîǄĿƑƭƙɱɎ

PRENEZ PART
À LA CONSULTATION
'?¬Àc~À¤'ɫOÀTɱɊ

Send your thoughts to: editor@thesuburban.com

l A r G E S T

E N G l i S H

W E E K l Y

CBC

Herron owners present case of CIUSSS
control and inaction

SUMMER
LUXURIOUS CONDOMINIUMS & PENTHOUSES | DDO

55

LUXURIOUS
CONDOMINIUMS &
PENTHOUSES
DE LUXE

PM40010387

1 Dollar

Over the weekend a dozen teams descended on the Mansfield Ball Park for a tournament to raise money for Denise Duval, who is currently undergoing treatment for cancer. Pictured, this composite highlights the
progression of Jean-Francois Charest making an impressive diving catch during the A division final on Sunday afternoon. See page three for the full story.

STEPHEN RICCIO
PONTIAC July 7, 2020
The Municipality of Pontiac had their monthly meeting take place
on July 7, holding it via Zoom video conference.
Public questions
The meeting began with Mayor Joanne Labadie taking questions
from the public. Those residents who had submitted questions via
email were given access to the meeting so that they could listen to
the mayor’s answers live.
There were a total of 17 different questions from six residents.
One question was about the status of the chemin Tremblay boat
launch. Labadie said that they had done an engineering study in
2018, and the cost was then projected to be $300,000. However,
council is currently prioritizing road infrastructure, and the launch
repairs will be discussed during the fall budget session.
There was a resident who asked whether chemin Bronson Bryant
would be repaired soon, and Labadie said that it’s been an ongoing
discussion between the municipality and the Ministry of Public Security regarding who will pay and how much for the culvert replacement required.
One of the residents had several questions for Labadie, beginning
with one regarding the ongoing issue of the section on chemin Steele
that needs repairs. A resolution was passed later in the meeting approving repairs on 200 metres of the road. The resident also asked
about weight restrictions for the road, and Labadie said that no heavy
trucks are allowed, except for local traffic. On July 10, the municipality released a notice of a partial closure on that 200 metre stretch,
between chemin Lac-Les-Loups and chemin Murray. The section repairs began on July 13 at 8 a.m. and will take roughly two weeks.
Local traffic will be able to access a detour through 6th Concession
and chemin Murray.
That same resident also asked about the major project of repairing
chemin de la Montagne and the timeline on its completion. Labadie
explained that the engineering firm that was hired, CIMA+, evaluated the project at $3.4 million, far exceeding the amount that the
municipality can afford.
“We were already approved for a $2 million borrowing bylaw for
those repairs,” Labadie explained. “So we’ve asked our engineering
firm to come up with a new plan that will fit in the budget and we’re
expecting to have that by the end of July.”
The resident’s last question was whether the municipality would
direct its focus on properties that have burnt-out or derelict buildings
and potentially enforcing that owners demolish them. Labadie said
that inspections were halted because of COVID, but that it will be a
priority soon.
Another resident asked about the old M&R feed mill in Quyon and
Labadie said that the issue would be addressed later in the meeting. Another was regarding whether lots behind Luskville Town Hall
would be connected to the main water and sewer system, to which
Labadie said they would not be. There was also a question on the
status of the remuneration policy bylaw that was scheduled to be
tabled but was not.
M&R Quyon mill
This topic was brought up during the question session, and Labadie said that the council would determine the fate of the mill by
voting on a resolution to sell the lot.

The Suburban

In a dramatic presentation of more than
a dozen documents and emails the Katasa
Group, owners of the Herron Residence,
presented a rebuttal of claims of negligence
against them and built a case of CIUSSS
West Island control and inaction. In an interview with The Suburban Katasa principal

Wednesday, July 15, 2020

MoP council
discuss key
projects,
issues

By Beryl Wajsman, Editor
and Chelsey St.Pierre

Katherine Chowieri said, “We reached out
for help to the CIUSSS without success,
were put into trusteeship on March 29 not
April 10 removing all control from us, and
all the patients files were at the nursing stations so we do not understand the CIUSSS
‘ claim that we did not cooperate and that
they had no access to the files.”
In a detailed written presentation backed
by exhibits, Katasa made eight major claims.

Volume 137, Issue No. 29

Caleb Nickerson, THE EQUITY

SUBURBAN EXCLUSIVE

By Beryl Wajsman, Editor

www.theequity.ca

N E W S p A p E r

31 Deaths:
Herron
inside sources
speak out

The Suburban

PARTICIPATE IN THE
CONSULTATION
TODAY.

HAVING A BALL IN PONTIAC!

April 15, 2020

Q U E B E C ’ S

819 684-4755
pub@bulletinaylmer.com

What is your opinion
of a ŞūċĿŕĚŠūƥĿǶČîƥĿūŠ
application to inform
you of exposure
ƥūƥĺĚČūƑūŠîǄĿƑƭƙɎ

consultation.quebec.ca

NO SOLUTION WITHOUT PAIN...A16

free colour.
Deadline to book: July 9th

Plus d’info - More info:

The voice of the Pontiac since 1883

Could we have a shutdown?
Would you be as willing to
quarantine without the contact?
What would happen to our businesses?
Tell us what you think

OPINION

PLEASE SEE PAGES 8-9

INFO: 1-888-683-2770

IMAGINE IF THERE WAS NO INTERNET!

WE WANT

www.26croissant.com
$659,900
Centris#24236761

oNLy $180 + taxes

Dates are: July 15, 22nd and August 5th.

First among them was that the trusteeship
began on March 29 not April 8-9 as the
CIUSSS led many to believe. According to
Katasa , contrary to what the CIUSSS said,
its role was not simply sending personnel.
The CIUSSS “took management control”
of Herron on March 29. Secondly, Herron

In an exclusive interview with The Suburban on condition of anonymity, someone
intimately acquainted with Herron called the
situation “heartbreaking.” The source wanted
the public to know that despite some 80% of
the staff leaving by March 29th, about a dozen
chose to remain. The source called these dozen “heroic” with a “deep commitment to the
patients and their families.”
The source confirmed that basic supplies
were drastically low, sanitary conditions were
“catastrophic” with people laying in bed with
soiled sheets and diapers, and many residents
hadn’t been fed and were dehydrated.
See 31 DEATHS, page A15

See CIUSSS, page A15

ÉTÉ 2020

A project by Sutera Developments
STARTING FROM $309 500 + TAX

SALES OFFICE BUREAU DES VENTES
4080 boul. des Sources, Suite 300
Dollard-des-Ormeaux QC H9B 2C8

T. 514 626-7000

WWW.LEWINSTON.CA
info@lewinston.ca

Stephen Riccio, THE EQUITY

Although Municipality of Pontiac firefighters were unable to stop the house from being burnt through, they did manage to save the garage. The house caught on fire in the early afternoon
hours on July 7.

Fire destroys Luskville home

STEPHEN RICCIO
LUSKVILLE July 7, 2020
Municipality of Pontiac firefighters battled with a Luskville
house fire last Tuesday afternoon, getting it under control within
approximately an hour and a half.
Kevin Mansey, interim fire director for the municipality, said
that fire crews were dispatched to 40 avenue des Bosquets at
2:14 p.m.
“They [the homeowners] left earlier in the day and it was just

Time
to
mask
up

CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO

the dog home,” Mansey said. “There was no one home at the
time, what we suspect was that there was probably a faulty air
conditioning unit.”
Unfortunately, the dog was unable to be rescued.
One of the firefighters suffered from heat stroke and dehydration, and he had to be transported to the hospital. He is feeling
fine now, Mansey said, as he was let out early in the morning
hours on July 8. With the combination of the fire and the incredible heat, they were doing their best to keep the firefighters as

cool as possible.
Mansey said that once they realized they would be unable to
save the house, the garage became their priority.
“He [the homeowner] had a detached garage that was quite
close to it, there was no way we were gonna save the house, but
we were able to save the garage. He was actually super happy
about that because he owns a landscaping company, all of his
tools and everything were in that, so he was really grateful we
were able to save that for him.”

Mask are mandatory
indoors July 18
STEPHEN RICCIO
PONTIAC July 15, 2020
Wearing masks will become mandatory in indoor public places as of July 18, the Government of Quebec announced on July 13.
This applies to retail stores, malls and other indoor spaces. It also applies to restaurants,
although people can remove the mask once they are seated at a table.
It will be up to businesses to enforce this, therefore people will not be penalized for not
wearing one, but they will be refused service. Any businesses that do not enforce the policy
could face fines from $400-$6,000. This requirement applies to all those aged 12 and older.
Additionally, mandatory wearing of masks kicked in on public transit across the province
on July 13.
National Director of Health Horracia Arunda was in Gatineau on July 10 to hold a news conference regarding how the Outaouais is handling the pandemic.
As of Monday afternoon, the Outaouais has 68 active cases (620 total, with 519 recovered) and five
hospitalizations. The Municipality of Pontiac continues to be listed as having five or less cases, while the MRC
Pontiac total remains at zero.

VAL-DES-MONTS MURDER INVESTIGATION VICTIM’S SON ARRESTED PAGE 7
Page 12: Candy Cane Cup cancelled
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Page 13: Off-road rules change
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Man fends off
attackers
By Stuart Benson

A 66-year-old man was hit
with a shovel and stabbed during
a home invasion on Nov. 2, after
a man and woman invaded his
home in Masham.
The home invasion took place
at around 1:30 a.m. when two
attackers entered the victim’s
home.
Despite being hit with a shovel
and suffering stab wounds, the
66-year-old was able to defend
himself and chase off his attackers, who fled in a vehicle, according to a MRC Des Collines Police
Facebook post on Nov. 11.

THE

Connecting
bubbles

A few minutes after the incident, the two suspects were
arrested by police, where the
man is still detained, but his
accomplice was released on multiple conditions, according to the
post.
The pair have been identified
by the police as Francis Boivin,
31, from St-Eustache, and Shanie
Cuccloletta, 24, from Laval.
MRC police also highlighted
that they believe this attack was
random and that the victim was
not targeted, adding that they
wish the victim a speedy recovery from his wounds and the
traumatic event.

EASTERN DOOR
KAHNAWAKE MOHAWK TERRITORY • www.easterndoor.com
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Kahnawake moves Wet’suwet’en solidarity fire

What’s the difference
between COVID-19 and
Romeo and Juliet?
One’s the coronavirus and
the other is a Verona crisis.

a home on the Magdalen Islands
and getting married next year.
An attempt to reach Lapensée for further comment was
unsuccessful before the publishing deadline.
And this isn’t the only news
about lottery winnings in the
Gatineau Hills recently.
According to Loto-Québec
spokesperson Samuel Larochelle, an Oct. 30 Lotto Max jackpot ticket worth $55 million was
sold in the MRC des Collines and,
as of Nov. 16, the winner still
hadn’t come forward.
Larochelle said that information on which municipality and
which store the ticket was sold in
was “unavailable.”

Feb. 5 - Feb. 11, 2020

By Hunter Cresswell

during public meeting comment
and question periods and access
to information laws.
Yet, in spite of the importance most citizens place on
government
transparency
regardless of their municipality,
different municipalities have

different levels of transparency.
Chelsea takes about a month
to make its draft council meeting
minutes public in contrast with
La Pêche, which posts the draft
meeting minutes online sometimes the day after the meeting
took place.

Chelsea is one of the few
Quebec municipalities to host
planning commission meetings
that the public can attend, even
if it is only for a portion of the
meeting.
La Pêche Mayor Guillaume
Continued Page 2

It's the HILLiday season! Keep it local, folks.
STAY SAFE. STAY CLOSE TO HOME. SHOP LOCAL

www.lowdownonline.com/shoplocal

WATERWAYS,
RAILWAYS,
& ROADWAYS

Transportation in the Gatineau Valley

Follow us on this journey over
water, rails and roads!

SPORT
Sponsored by:Brunet Pharmacy

Loppet shortens cross-country race
By Hollie Davies
Nearly 2,500 participants are
set to kick and glide through the
snowscape of Gatineau Park on
February 15 and 16 at the 42nd
annual Gatineau Loppet, the biggest international cross-country
ski event in Canada.
According
to
coordination assistant Camille Dionne,
although many features remain
unchanged for this year’s event,
the well-known 51 km race has
been reduced to 50 km this year.
As always, visitors from
abroad abound during the Loppet with around 21 per cent of

the participants hailing from
faraway places like Australia,
Japan, Russia and the U.S.
Participants will also be
joined by three-time Olympian
and world champion Alex Harvey
as honorary chair. Now retired,
Harvey competed between 2005
and 2019 and made his mark on
the World Cup cross-country ski
scene, collecting more than 30
World Cup podiums, including
nine wins. Former Olympian Al
Pilcher has confirmed his attendance, as has Sheila Kealey, “a
true legend of the event,” according to a media release.
In 2013, Kealey became

the inaugural member of The
Legends’ Path, the name used by
the Gatineau Loppet to designate
its hall of fame. Over the years,
she has participated in more
than 30 Loppet races, finishing
on the podium a dozen times. She
returns to the event after missing
last year’s edition due to a scheduling conflict with her duties as
head coach of the University of
Ottawa nordic skiing program.
With the races organized into
three separate disciplines, and
the fat bike competitions having
taken place on January 25, the
official weekend will see competitors in cross-country skiing

The 42nd Gatineau Loppet will see the internationally-known 51 km crosscountry ski race reduced to 50 km this year. Photo courtesy Maryse Lacelle

and snowshoeing races. Activities throughout the weekend
will be taking place at the Cégep
de l’Outaouais, Gabrielle Roy

campus. Online registration continues until February 12.
Register at gatineauloppet.
com.

Bart Goodleaf was sitting in
the parking lot of his gas station,
Harnois, on Monday, watching the
number of customers pull in to gas
up and maybe even grab a coffee.
“The number of customers in
terms of the volume of business is
down significantly,” said Goodleaf. “We are down to less than a
quarter of what we used to do.”
Goodleaf, who also owns the
Host Hotel and La Belle Province,
located within the gas station,
said that they usually processed
up to 1,000 transactions a day and
are now average about 200.
Tim Hortons, he said, is owned
by someone else, but Goodleaf
“hosts” it within his complex.
Along with the slower
business, Goodleaf also had to
deal with a case of the dreaded
COVID-19. He and his wife Mary
have recently recovered from the
virus after testing positive around
Halloween.
“I hadn’t seen my employees
for a couple of weeks. All of the
rest of my family and employees
got tested, and everyone was negative,” he said.
But it is not all doom and
gloom at the Harnois. As Goodleaf explained, Tim Hortons was
actually doing very well, and they
have been extra busy of late.
Further, his 18-room hotel
has surprisingly been operating at
75 percent capacity.
“I know other people in the
hotel business that are down to
five percent, two percent. There is
no one vacationing,” he said.
At the beginning of the
pandemic, the Host Hotel was
offered to the community as a
quarantine space for returning
essential workers.
However, only three people
ever quarantined at the Host, and
Goodleaf reopened it to the public
by mid-summer.
“The Belle Province has

MARISELA AMADOR THE EASTERN DOOR

been really, really suffering, probably on the brink of… if we go on
the amount of business we have
at the Belle, we should be closed.
We are working in the minuses
for sure,” he said.
Goodleaf said that he is
keeping his restaurant open for
take-out, hoping it will eventually bounce back, although he
is considering applying to the
Kahnawake Business Interruption Fund.
“We have a truck stop, and
we host 75 trucks every night, and
that doesn’t stop. The business is
at 80 percent of what it used to be,
so we are all right in that sector of
the business,” said Goodleaf.
But despite his determination, COVID-19, and specifically
this second wave, have hurt his
businesses deeply.
Goodleaf said that things
started to look up during the summer, and the feeling was that everything was slowly getting back
to normal, but unfortunately, his
retail numbers didn’t support that
sentiment.

“The overall feeling is that
… just like everybody else, I am
scared of what is going to happen
in the future with business and the
whole economy, really,” he said.
He said that only 30 percent
of his staff are working right now.
Unfortunately, he had to lay many
off.
In early September, some of
his employees that had been on
the Canada Emergency Response
Benefit (CERB) asked to return to
work, while others refused.
“In terms of being a businessman, I want to stay to the end. As
for the employees, they know we
are in it for the long haul. It’s like
a family.”
His battle with coronavirus
also changed his perspective
about the Kahnawake COVID-19
Task Force and the security measures to curb the spread of the
virus in the community.
“In the beginning, I felt
almost violated, upset. How can
they do this to the businesses?
They have no consideration. But
then the reality set in that people

are on ventilators and dying,”
said Goodleaf.
“So, the measures have to
be put in place, and I am really
appreciative and supportive of
everything that they do. And I
think that they are doing the best
they can,” he said.
Unfortunately, those feelings
of uncertainty and pessimism
about what will happen over these
next cold winter months linger in
his head.
“We are staying open no
matter what. You are going to
have to drag me out of here,” said
Goodleaf.
Donna McComber, who coowns JFK Quarry and Khanata
Gas Bar, said that the most important thing during this second
wave has been making sure that
everyone is taking care of their
mental health.
“It has been a big adaptation
period, obviously just like everyone else. Making sure that our
employees are staying safe and not
being complacent about the health
measures,” said McComber.

She said that she and her
business partners have been very
fortunate thus far. They haven’t
had any positive cases, but their
businesses have been impacted
by the pandemic.
“We are working almost at an
even keel. From 6:30 a.m. to 8:30
a.m. every morning, we would
have a lineup for gas because of
traffic. There is no traffic anymore.
Our numbers are down, but everyone is still employed,” she said.
Aside from the quarry and
gas station, McComber also operates a convenience store with a
small kitchenette that feeds many
of the workers from the surrounding area.
She said that she lost a few
employees from the store because
of fear, but the team keeps pushing and has been able to adapt
and keep the kitchen open while
ensuring that all of the safety
measures are followed.
During the first wave, the
quarry was completely shut down
and only reopened in June. This
time around, employees have the
option of working from home if
they choose.
“We encourage everyone to
reach out if they need help. We
are here for them. As leaders, we
all have to show them that they
are not alone,” said McComber.
By the end of August, Mackenzie Cal Kirby and his partners
were eagerly awaiting the reopening of Playground Poker, their
gaming facility.
They had a thorough plan
in place that had been approved
by the Task Force. They were
to have a phased reopening that
would steadily increase capacity
over a four-week period.
Unfortunately, midway through
that timetable, Playground was
informed that they would have to
shut down again because of the increase of positive cases all around
the community.
“It was obviously short-lived
Continued on page 6

CAHL Hockey

Collapsed lung no biggie for Miners’ forward
By Lou Spuck

Exhibit
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The Low Down to Hull & Back News

The Low Down
In small towns, there is a delicate balance between the need to welcome visitors with the desire to set boundaries to maintain the delicate ecosystem of the community – not unlike the experience of living inside a glass
dome (if you’re a fan of Stephen King novels) or, as we’ve more recently come to understand it, in a COVID-19
‘bubble.’ Jimmy Baptiste’s mural at the Perkins community centre in Val-des-Monts, part of the Place des Artistes
de Farrellton’s “Up Close and Nearby” public art installations, is reminiscent of old-fashion, small-town welcome
signs in the context of COVID-19, playing on the ‘bubbles’ we all now live in. Baptiste’s, and the two other murals
created by Patrick Thompson and Gavin Lynch in Chelsea, and Emily Rose Michaud in Masham, were inspired by
the survey responses taken from the first round of murals which were assessed and examined by data scientists,
health professionals and the artists themselves.
Patrycja Maksalon photo

Transparency in the Hills
The importance of transparency in government is often
illustrated through promises to
increase transparency during
political campaigns, citizens
calling for more information

$2.00
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Gettin’ lucky
By Hunter Cresswell
There’s gold in them thar
Hills.
Well not really gold, more like
Loto-Québec winnings.
During the Nov. 12 episode
of Loto-Québec’s gameshow “La
Poule aux œufs d’or,” Masham
resident Rock Lapensée won
$413,000.
The show is filmed at a distance, so when Lapensée won
the jackpot, he yelled and raised
his fists in celebration, which
knocked over his webcam for a
moment. He was the first winner of the show’s jackpot of the
2020-21 season. When asked if
he had plans for the money, he
talked about his dream of buying

Friday, November 20, 2020

Businesses hit hard by pandemic

Old Chelsea Miners’ forward
Eric Munro wouldn’t let a collapsed lung get in the way of his
beer league hockey time.
The speedster was back on
the ice Thursday night after the
freak accident that forced him
to spend the holidays in a hospital bed. On the ice, he made his
presence known early on, netting
the eventual game winner in a
4-1 routing over the Kingsmere
Super Elite.
“I knew I was fast when I
had two lungs, but now I’m even
quicker with just one,” laughed
Munro, recalling the incident in
which he was trying to beat his
son in a race and lost more than
just his pride.
“I guess I’m slowly realizing
that I’m not 19 anymore,” he
chuckled.

The Kingsmere Super Elite
were perhaps the only ones not
laughing, as the Miners “accidentally stacked” their team,
according to captain Brad Stewart. Because it was unclear
whether Munro would be able
to play, Stewart had brought up
sniper Trevor Greenway to fill
in, but when Munro was cleared
to play, Greenway refused to get
off the ice. Greenway wasn’t a
huge help though, as he forgot to
remove his skate guards during
warm-up and made a complete
ass of himself in front of the
record crowd of six packed into
the Meredith Centre. Other Miners’ goal scorers included Anne
LaPlante, Rob Simpson and Stewart himself.
Kingsmere has filed a grievance to the CAHL, but because of
Greenway’s embarrassing play, it
likely won’t be heard.

In Thursday’s late game it
was once again another embarrassing showing by the Mile
High Maulers, who were cut into
sawdust by the Larrimac Loggers
7-0. Crowd chatter was revolving
around the fact that the Maulers
looked like pilons – even without
their orange jerseys.
Loggers’ forward Dave Carnegie was the knot in the Maulers’ wood, as he buried all three
of his glorious chances to earn
his first hat-trick of the season.
Goaltender Mark Riley was perfect in net to earn the shutout.
“The losing streak continues
for the Maulers – after winning
three in a row, we now have lost
three straight,” said captain
Charles Lauzier.
“Victor ‘Iron Man’ Jung had
a strong game with six shots on
net in about two minutes when
Maulers had the Loggers pinned

down in their own end. He played
all but two shifts the whole game
and was a force defensively,” said
Lauzier.
In Friday’s game it was the
Farm Point Pirates and the
Musie Loop Trailblazers who
swashbuckled to a 3-3 tie. The
Pirates looked out of this game
early, going down 3-0 before captain Ron Sloan ripped off his
eyepatch and began focusing on
the puck. He netted a quick goal
before Ian McLeod made it 3-2.
With just minutes left, centre
Scott Mahoney rifled a shot from
the faceoff past the Trailblazers’
Team
Loggers
Super Elite
Trailblazers
Mineurs
Pirates
Maulers

Wins
13
10
8
9
9
4

goalie to tie the game.
There was some confusion at
the end of the game when Sloan
threw his gloves and stick in the
air, thinking his team had won
the game 3-2. But then the Trailblazers remembered that Sloan
was held back in Grade 3 because
he struggled with his numbers.
Tie game!
Tune in next week to see
if Greenway can get his skate
guards off in time for puck drop.
All this and more in the next Low
Down.

Losses
7
8
7
9
9
13

Ties
0
2
5
2
2
3

Total points
26
22
21
20
20
11
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related calls
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Low Down to Hull & Back News
This newspaper has all the components of a well rounded community
paper with robust sports and editorial sections.
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The Eastern Door
This newspaper is packed with local content that not only engages
the reader but brings out a sense of community. The Happy Holidays
section in the December issue featuring pictures of individual’s
Holiday setting at home was a distinctive feature that stood out for me.
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STEPHEN RICCIO
PONTIAC July 7, 2020
The Municipality of Pontiac
had their monthly meeting
on July 7, holding it via
take place
Zoom video conferen
ce.
Public questions
The meeting began with
Mayor Joanne Labadie
from the public. Those
taking questions
residents who had submitte
email were given access
d questions via
to the meeting so that
the mayor’s answers
they
could
listen to
live.
There were a total of
17 different questions
from six residents.
One question was about
the status of the chemin
launch. Labadie said
Tremblay boat
that they had done
an engineering study
2018, and the cost was
in
then
council is currently prioritizi projected to be $300,000. However,
ng
road
infrastruc
ture, and the launch
repairs will be discussed
during the fall budget
session.
There was a resident
who asked whether chemin
would be repaired soon,
Bronson Bryant
and Labadie said that
it’s been an ongoing
discussion between the
municipality and the
Ministry of Public Security regarding who
will pay and how much
for the culvert replacement required.
One of the residents
had several questions
for Labadie, beginnin
with one regarding the
g
ongoing issue of the section
that needs repairs. A
on chemin Steele
resolution was passed
later in the meeting approving repairs on 200
metres of the road. The
about weight restrictio
resident also asked
ns for
trucks are allowed, except the road, and Labadie said that no heavy
for local traffic. On July
pality released a notice
10, the municiof a partial closure on
that 200
between chemin Lac-Les-L
oups and chemin Murray. metre stretch,
pairs began on July
The section re13 at 8 a.m. and will
take roughly two weeks.
Local traffic will be able
to access a detour through
and chemin Murray.
6th Concession
That same resident also
asked about the major
chemin de la Montagn
project of repairing
e and
explained that the engineer the timeline on its completion. Labadie
ing
fi
rm that was hired, CIMA+,
ated the project at $3.4
evalumillion, far exceedin
g the amount that the
municipality can afford.
“We were already approved
for a $2 million borrowin
those repairs,” Labadie
g bylaw for
explained. “So we’ve
asked our engineering
firm to come up with
a new plan that will fi
t in the budget and we’re
expecting to have that
by the end of July.”
The resident’s last question
was whether the municipa
direct its focus on propertie
lity would
s
and potentially enforcing that have burnt-out or derelict buildings
that owners demolish
that inspections were
them. Labadie said
halted because of COVID,
priority soon.
but that it will be a
Another resident asked
about the old M&R feed
Labadie said that the
mill in Quyon and
issue
ing. Another was regarding would be addressed later in the meetwhether lots behind Luskville
would be connected
Town Hall
to the
Labadie said they would main water and sewer system, to which
not be. There was also
status of the remunera
a question on the
tion policy bylaw that
was scheduled to be
tabled but was not.
M&R Quyon mill
This topic was brought
up during the question
badie said that the council
session, and Lawould determine the
voting on a resolution
fate of the mill by
to sell the lot.
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By Hunter Cresswel
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Wakefield
Expéditions
uten had a
co-owner Vicki Scho .
week
rough start to her
morning of
She awoke on the
ver that her
February 3 to disco
the heart of the
outdoor store in
had been
village of Wakefield
before.
robbed the night
a targeted
“We believe it was

ed to know
theft … They seem
looking for,”
what they were
Schouten said.
reporter as
this
She spoke to
en door was
glass from the brok
heat loss in
being swept up. The
her to shiver
the store caused
view despite
during the inter
er coat while
wearing a wint
the counter.
standing behind
d in-store
Schouten playe

from being burnt through,

Fire destroys Luskvi

STEPHEN RICCIO
LUSKVILLE July 7,
2020
Municipality of Pontiac
firefighters battled with
house fire last Tuesday
afternoon, getting it under a Luskville
approximately an hour
control within
and a half.
Kevin Mansey, interim
fire director for the municipa
that fire crews were
lity, said
dispatched to 40 avenue
des Bosquets at
2:14 p.m.
“They [the homeown
ers] left earlier in the
day and it was just

Time
to
mask
up

they did manage to

save the garage. The

house caught on fire

Stephen Riccio, THE

EQUITY

in the early afternoo

lle home

the dog home,” Mansey
said. “There was no
one
time, what we suspect
was that there was probablyhome at the
conditioning unit.”
a faulty air
Unfortunately, the dog
was unable to be rescued.
One of the firefighters
suffered from heat stroke
tion, and he had to be
and dehydratransported to the hospital.
fine now, Mansey said,
He is feeling
as he was let out early
in the morning
hours on July 8. With
the combination of the
fire
ible heat, they were
doing their best to keep and the incredthe firefighters as

n

cool as possible.
Mansey said that once
they realized they would
save the house, the garage
be unable to
became their priority.
“He [the homeowner]
had a detached garage
close to it, there was
that was quite
no way we were gonna
save the
we were able to save
the garage. He was actually house, but
about that because he
super happy
owns a landscaping
company, all of his
tools and everything
were in that, so he was
really grateful we
were able to save that
for him.”

Mask are mandator
y
indoors July 18

STEPHEN RICCIO
PONTIAC July 15,
2020
Wearing masks will become
mandatory in indoor
ment of Quebec announc
public places as of July
ed on July 13.
18, the GovernThis applies to retail
stores, malls and other
indoor spaces. It also
although people can
applies to restaurants,
remove the mask once
they are seated at a table.
It will be up to businesse
s to enforce this, therefore
wearing one, but they
people will not be penalized
will be refused service.
for not
Any
could face fines from
$400-$6,000. This requirem businesses that do not enforce the policy
ent applies to all those
Additionally, mandato
ry wearing of masks
aged 12 and older.
kicked in on public transit
on July 13.
across the province
National Director of Health
Horracia Arunda was
ence regarding how the
in
Gatineau
on July 10 to hold a news
Outaouais is handling
conferthe pandemic.
As of Monday afternoon
, the Outaouais has 68
hospitalizations. The
active cases (620 total,
Municipality of Pontiac
with 519 recovered)
Pontiac total remains
continues to be listed
and five
at zero.
as having five or less
cases, while the MRC
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This is a beautiful front page - the top photo is particularly eye catching.
Watch the headlines - three tiered headline is a bit odd.
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Nunatsiaq News
Again, another interesting photo draws the reader in and
keeps them reading with a strong story.
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BEST EDITORIAL PAGE
Editorial Page

e
You are not alone, Kahnawak

As we digest the horrific
this
information we’ve learned
iweek, of women in the commun
ty courageously coming forward
must
we
and sharing their stories,
and
address the strength, bravery
and
pain of our sisters, daughters
mothers.
After over 70 traumatic acwere
uct
miscond
sexual
of
counts
ake
shared by women of Kahnaw
can
on Twitter, the community
that
identify a systemic pattern
be
has to be addressed. This can
done in a variety of ways, includthe
ing counselling, combatting
g
analyzin
,
problem
this
of
roots
closely why and how people
all,
became abusers, and, most of
healing on a community-wide

1

scale.
To all the women that have
in
come forward, and anyone else
the community affected by sexual
are
harassment and assault, we
are
We
here to acknowledge you.
here to tell you that The Eastern
and
Door believes you, hears you
supports you.
The harsh reality of sexual
Indigin
lia
pedophi
and
assault
enous communities is no secret
ake
to us, and we know Kahnaw
the
will not stay quiet. Following
ity
lead of these brave commun
and
members sharing their stories
showing resilience and vulnerahold
to
continue
must
we
bility,
that
abusers accountable in ways
will change that pattern of abuse.
We have seen the justice sysfor
tem fail Indigenous women
centuries. To fire up the conversation, social media users forced
comthe
and
tions
organiza
local
lmunity as a whole to acknow
edge this wide-spread issue.
Sharing stories anonymously
can often be one of the safest ways
ce.
to express a traumatic experien
This week, women have shown
the power of their voices. They
unwomen,
Many
are not alone.
with
fortunately, can empathize
out
these stories. Letting them
of
and being honest can be a form
healing. One of the world’s greatest superpowers is the strength
and
together
coming
of women
supporting each other.

It’s time for a reckoning. It’s
take
time to listen. It’s time to
hapa hard look at why this is
pening. Experiences that should
have been only distant fictional
stories, horror films, or mystery
e in
novels are true and pervasiv
this community and many others.
It’s time to reflect and educate
to
do
can
we
ourselves on what
evkeep women, children and
ity
eryone else safe, in a commun
and
that promotes togetherness
kindness.
This community, along with
to
needs
world,
the
the rest of
this
learn how to bring men into
raisconversation. We must stop
ing abusers. We are often address-

THE

EASTERN DOOR

The Eastern Door
The Eastern Door has the most important element of an editorial page in a
community newspaper: a strong editorial that addresses a systemic local issue, in this
case widespread sexual abuse. The powerful editorial addresses the issue head on,
applauds the courage of the women who have come forward, pinpoints the unique
historic context at the origin of the situation; and confronts the underlying problems
that must be tackled by everyone, the perpetrators, the victims as well as the families
taking responsibility to prevent abuse and heal the community. The supporting
editorial illustration adds context.

As men learn to use their
is
this has left. Unhealed trauma
resources, and lean on each other,
ing abuse as a distant, obscure
less
in poison in our society.
there will be less rage and
concept, but this is happening
Too
.
children
with
starts
It
in their life. We
our own backyard.
them to their need for control
Indigenous often we are leaving
to teach women
Historically,
need role must continue
and cathe own devices. Children
to
smart
pushed
strong,
been
are
they
have
that
women
trate that
lis- models that can demons
believe and value
margins. They have not been
to be vul- pable. We must
been men have permission
their experiences.
tened to and they have not
nerable, expressive and open.
In doing so, we can create a
heard. This can go on no longer.
them that
teach
to
need
We
until
where systemic
Men will not stop abusing,
about ask- stronger future,
lives there is nothing weak
we show women that their
your sexism is shunned.
ing for help. In schools, in
to learn to teach our
need
We
matter.
we
n,
home and even on televisio
women, not
Sadly, women also abuse,
men that young men to respect
our must show our future
because they have a mother,
and although today this is not
are equal and that to re- just
r, but because
with all members women
focus, we stand
respect them. sister or daughte
to
is
,
Page 4
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spect
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they are human beings.
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Letters
Gatineau Park

Proofreader

Though the last time
om
sterndoor.c
the WE
Charity saga
these columns wassteveb@ea
Onawa K. Jacobs
only a few short weeks was discussed in
ago, so much has
changed.
What originally looked
ritism towards a charity like your run-of-the-mill bit of favougroup that provided a t
stage to the current
substant
Assistan
ion
ial
Product
prime minister in the
Dear Editor,
run up to his election has erupted in the
press over
e like Mount
the past month
Giaccon
I think this letter would
Callie
Vesuvius.
be of interest to your
Reporters
readers.
TERRITORY, QC J0L 1B0
Every day it seemed
BOX 1170, KAHNAWAKE MOHAWK
like there was a new
Over the last months,
revelation or
Marisela Amador
angle to the story.
399
Gatineau Park has attracted wide attention from
Tel: 450-635-3050 • Fax: 450-635-1
It was originally reported
citizens,
Ann
Virginie
that
WE
and
would
parliamentarians — which wilderness groups
be pocketing
a $19.5 million administ
gives hope to all
ration feeAd
www.easterndoor.com
for Design
those who care about
running the Canada
Student Service GrantLayout/
its
future.
(CSSG), which turned
In early June, Senator
g@easterndoor.com
out to be only
the amount allocated Dana
Julie Miville-Dechêne
for the initialMarquis
news@easterndoor.com • advertisin
took part in a guided
cohort of students, the
could have risen as high
tour of the park. On
fees
• layout@easterndoor.com
as $43.5 million.
social
media, she underlined
reception@easterndoor.com
Even more intriguing,
her concern about the
the money was not directed
40009002
133
houses built there since
WE Charity directly,
N • MAIL REGISTRATION NO.
to
the
1992.
PUBLICATIO
POST
And
but
she raised a
rather the WE Charity
question on this in the
ISSN: 1193-8374 • CANADA
Contributing Writers
a shell company they
Foundation,
Senate on June 25, arguing
use to hold their
ants
that “Parliament should
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sing Consult
estate.
Adverti
of real
act
SERVING THE KAHNAWAKE MOHAWK
Eric Curotte-Ryder
Park official status through by giving Gatineau
Finance
Minister
ber
of Kahnawake
legislation.”
Bill Morneau McCom
The senator noted that
ased newspaper serving the community
by the Ethics Commis Ni:ne is now under investigation
David Bush
J.
balanced,
her
factual,
The Eastern Door is a community-b
a
interest
be
to
sioner,
strives
stemmed
alongsid
paper
, in
part, from the park’s
Trudeau, after
politics or religion. The
revealed two of his daughte TaraeWall
location in the senatoria
regardless of birth, sex, age, language,
the community.
rs have close ties to the it was
l division of Inkerman, which
Megan Kanerahtenha:wi Whyte
with access to all segments of
He disclosed a few days
charity.
she represents. “As a
no later than
authoritative source of information
after the investigation
child,
I skied and swam there.
by email, in person or snail mail
that he had reimburs
received at The Eastern Door
David Tuan Bui
As a journalist, I cooled
include a
ed the charity for more was announced
Letters to the editor should be
heels at Meech Lake
my
no more than 300 words and
than
travel expenses that he
while waiting for the
publication. Letters should be
and libel.
and his family had incurred$41,000 in
Tuesday at noon, the week of
premiers
and prime minister [during
Callie Giaccone
letter should be free of slander
To many Pontiacers,
.
working phone number. Your
a federal-provincial
that kind
verifiable name along with a
of money ists
conference],” said the
it does not meet certain criteria.
Cartoon
if
is
letter
close
salary.
your
to
omit
To
a
year’s
and/or
these people, it’s a sum
senator
edit
TED reserves the right to publish,
insignificant enough
Senator Miville-Dechêne in a Facebook post.
forgotten.
to be
has had a distinguished
Jasmin Gunn
Canada.
career as a journalist
This week saw testimon
support of the Government of
and foreign correspondent.
y
We acknowledge the partial financial
before
parliame
think
I
she’ll
Beaupré
nt’s
mittee from the main
be the champion Gatineau
finance
parties Nikita
Park needs.
involved: WE’s co-found comAll the more so because
Kielburger brothers, the
the
local MPs are blind to
iersWhyte
tenha:w
former
chair of the
Kanerah
the issue, except maybe
charity’s board as
well as the primeMegan
for Hull-Aylmer MP Greg
minister and his chief
Fergus, who tabled a
of staff.
OFFICIAL
During their four hour
petition from the Canadian
ISP:
Parks and Wilderness
were characteristically grilling on July 28, the Kielburgers
Society (CPAWS) in the
defensive of their “social
House of Commons on
empire, bristling with
July 20.
indignation at any questionenterprise”
Besides circulating that
irregularity with which
s about the
petition, the Ottawa
their constellation of
Dave Moore, THE EQUITY
Valley chapter of CPAWS
companies operates.
has been working on
park
protection from various
They sidestepped the
other angles. For instance,
testimony of Michelle
on July 27, they issued
former chair of WE’s
Douglas, the
a statement condemn
board of directors, who
ing
construction of the 134th
said
brothers had refused
new house in the park
to disclose financial informatthat the
since
1992.
ing enormous layoffs
“Most
ion regardof the new construction
at the
is in
prime wildlife habitat
of her fellow board member charity. She and a large proportion
and
recreatio
n areas,” said
s subsequently resigned
During the last week
by Chris Judd
the statement. “The park’s
in March.
en masse
of July
Master Plan claims that
2020, I heard some
acquiring private land
by animals constantly
Prime Minister Trudeau
farmer say
is a priority. Now is the
walking practice to
and his right hand Katie
“This 2020 drought
time
to act on that commitm
test all people who were
appeared before the
in search of feed.
Telford
is worse
ent. Each tree felled
committee on Thursda
in the vithan 2012.” I didn’t
and
cinity recently with
each private lot carved
y, and their testimonies were somehow
make a reEven with these saving
someone who died
up by bulldozers reduces
even less forthcoming.
rains COVID-19. This
with
mark but, in the fall
the park’s capacity for
that we are truly thankful
Not only was the PM
is to help slowdown the
of 2012, I
protecting its natural
sorry the project was
spread
for, of the deadly virus.
cut hundreds of acres
environment
.”
allowed to hapMoreove
pen, he allegedly tried
most lawns are still
of corn
Anyone refusing to wear
r, in its annual report,
to push back on the pitch
showing mask could
silage that was less
CPAWS
a
called on the governm
easily be identified and
nameless, faceless bureaucr
brown spots and those
from the
than knee
ent
to
amend
also tested.
the National
tram- If that anti-mas
ats he blames for coming
high and worked with
Capital Act to grant Gatineau
the idea. He even had
pled, over grazed pastures
ker tests positive, you
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The Equity

The Equity has the advantage of being one of the
few full broadsheet community newspapers
which allows it to feature all the elements of an
outstanding editorial page: a main editorial, a
second editorial comment by a staff reporter, an
illustration, several letters to the editor, a regular
local column, and even an historical column, also
compiled by staff. A strong editorial addresses a
national issue of widespread local interest and the
remaining page content is all pure local.
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The Suburban West Island
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Island suburb
A12 • The WesT

The Suburban features a strong editorial on an international incident that
was widely felt in the community. It is accompanied by a stirring editorial
cartoon that lists the victims of the tragedy. The layout is clean, and the
page includes letters to the editor, although one is unsigned?
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The Equity
Well written feature (loved the puns). Interesting and original subject. Very
communicative, touching and high-quality pictures.

www.theequity.ca
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Pontiac
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THE EQUITY Wednesday

, September 23, 2020
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Peaceful rally against
racial discrimination
police brutality held
and
in Quebec City
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Based on the criteria for this category it has a lively and
attractive page design, active headlines, and prominently
featured local stories and photos. It ended up winning out over
the second place entry based on the strength of the photos.
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BKRA keeps good times rolling
against NDG
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This a very similar layout and design as
the first-place entry. I placed it second
based on the criteria for this category: it
has a lively and attractive page design,
active headlines, and prominently
featured local stories and photos.
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Low Down to Hull & Back News
I judged this page in third place because it is an actual sports page as
opposed to a front page with sports content. It had more than one
story. And in general, it was a lively and a more active page design.
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January 1, 2020
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Great tribute to our Frontline workers; loved it.
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Drive-through testi
ng site opens
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The Eastern Door
Great info, great reading.
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A total of 17 tests were
given on Sunday, as locals
finally
had a place to turn
if they
suspected of being infect were
ed with
COVID-19.
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A38
awake
See JOURNEY page
COVID-19 Task
Force daily
briefing later that day,
Kateri Memorial Hospital Centr
e (KMHC)
executive director Lisa
Westaway
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smoothly.
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all testing infection
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conta
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BEST COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER PROMOTION
2020 99
NESDAY, NOVEMBER 25,
THE1019REPORT WED

1

The 1019 Report
I loved everything about this promotion sometimes its not about
money but giving back to our communities.

THE1019 is in Red Alert

TAKE OUT
KE ACTION AND
e,
TAKE CARE, TAothe
lying free promotional spac
r: THE1019REPORT is supp
each
the phone.
In a crisis, neighbours help
you need to do is pick up
y to feed your family, all
the restaurants are read

LE, AND A VARIETY
GREAT FOOD, GREAT PEOP
WERIES
AM TO LOCAL MICROBRE
OF BEER FROM MAINSTRE
ic House.»
its name from the term «Publ
Maison Publique Hudson takes
front room
century, people would open the
Starting back as far as the 17th
beer and
a
s and neighbours in to enjoy
of their homes and invite friend
where
place
a
,
towns
their
of
hub
e the
a chat. These public houses becam
together.
celebrate and have a good time
people could go to congregate,

84 rue Cameron, Hudson
450.458.4464

2

Taste the best
smoked meat
sandwich
in Montreal

Page 15

July 8 - July 21,

2020

News
ll & Back
w n t o H u busin
ess
L o w D orter
Tishae big
of local
suppo

The Eastern Door
Looks like a lot of passion & hard work
went into make this it happen, great job
everyone.

514-2.13.13.13

The Cozy Cafe
stop by for pick-up!
our boutique when you
so be sure to check out

ont
1057 Bernard Ave, Outrem r

QC J0P 1H0
484b Rue Main, Hudson,
lecozycafe.com
450-458-2233
-Lazare
Hudson, Vaudreuil, Saint

r doo
No contact delivery at you

SHOP
LOCAL,
FOLKS!

com
muraiceramique.
l.com

.ca
culturechelsea
Road
212 Old Chelsea
819-827-3326

@gmai
muraiceramique
819-598-3161

_chelsea
Road
244 Old Chelsea
1J3
Chelsea QC J9B

 : lagrocerie

beanfair.ca
info@beanfair.ca
819-459-4452

m
timhortons.co
ée, Wakefield
172 Ch. de la Vall
819-459-3535

THE EASTERN DOO

R • Vol. 29 No. 50 • o.com
ahimsaec December 11, 2020 • www.eas
terndoor.com
om

info@ahimsaeco.c
819-210-1980

23
.ca
vraienatureyoga
ga.ca
info@vraienatureyo
, Chelsea
3 Ch. Versant Sud
819-827-6074

it819
Wakefield
715 Ch. Riverside,
819-459-3847

 : BoneAppet

& SUPPORT
E OPENING UP
BUSINESSES AR
SKY-HIGH.
IS
TREPRENEURS
FOR LOCAL EN
local business
mpiled and shared
n. We invite
The Low Down co
ow
COVID-19 shutd
listings during the
us for free and
th
wi
e
lin
on
list
es to
.
all local business
whenever possible
one to shop local
encourage every
hoplocal
nonline.com/s
www.lowdow

3

Low Down to Hull & Back News
Shopping local is the backbone of our communities, great job with
this promotion.

Judge: Barb Donnelly Mazerolle
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BEST AD

1

Low Down to Hull & Back News
The ad gets the information across quickly and effectively with
interesting visuals effects and nice color scheme.

Exhibit

WATERWAYS,
RAILWAYS,
& ROADWAYS

Transportation in th
e Gatineau Valley

Follow us on this journe
y over
water, rails and roads!

CHUTES COtenUt:LONGE
présen

Saturday, Septemb
er 5, 2020

Marche nocturne
éees!en décembre.
iledluis etmdiin
manch
Tous les sam
Light up the night!

- 12pm

Fairbair n House He
r itage Cent re
45 Ch. Wakefi
fie
eld Heights, Wakefi
fie
eld, Quebec
FOR MORE INFORMA
TION
www.fairbairn.ca
819-778-3382

nday in December.

Every Saturday and Su

uminated trails
Sentiers illuminés- ~ Ill
Feu de Joie ~ Bon Fire
Chocolat
Chocolat chaud ~ Hot
it from Santa
Visite du Père Noel ~ Vis 7 to 8 pm)
(entre 19h et 20 h)

This exhibit has bee
n ma
the generous suppo de possible through
rt of our partners:

(from

INFO: 1-888-683-27

2

70

Pontiac Journal
This ad feels very classy and well-suited for the
season. I appreciate the attention to typography.

neSday, november

I think this ad feels very unified and engaging. There is a
good mix of photos.

3

The Suburban, Wed

The Suburban City

25, 2020 • A31

Judge: Emily Griffoen
www.qcna.qc.ca
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BEST WEBSITE

1

Nunatsiaq News
Standing head and shoulders above its
competition, the Nunatsiaq News website
earns full marks for excellence in design (both
visual appeal and structural organization),
reporting, and photography. This website does
not look like a print newspaper awkwardly
retrofitted into a predetermined digital format;
it looks like a website thoughtfully created to
showcase news of the regions covered, in a
way that readers can easily navigate.

Low Down to Hull &
Back News

2

Strengths of the Low Down to Hull and Back
News website are its solid writing, its depth of
local photography, putting contact information for
reporters up front (on a lovely page using black-andwhite photos), and its comprehensive “shop local”
listings.

3

Bulletin d’Aylmer
This website is an example of a shoestring
staff managing to provide a healthy dose of
timely local reporting in an online format
that is easy for readers to navigate. The use
of thumbnail photos, full headlines, and
datelines on the landing page, which is the
local News section, serves to quickly display
and describe recent articles.

Judge: Alison Ramsey
Page 10
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BEST NEWS STORY

1

Nunatsiaq News
Dustin Patar
It is hard to define climate change as ‘breaking news’, but
in this report the Nunatsiaq News showed the importance of
research -- if no one’s watching, we will not know what’s lost.
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31 Deaths:
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inside sources
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or
By Beryl Wajsman, Edit
and Chelsey St.Pierre
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n
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p
s
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n
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n
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entation of more than
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s
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h
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The Suburban City
Beryl Wajsman, Chelsey St. Pierre
The staff at The Suburban took its readers into the tragedy unfolding at the
Herron through exclusive reporting. They painted a picture of indefensible
neglect and untold suffering during the pandemic.
The staff at The Suburban took its readers into the tragedy unfolding at the
Herron through exclusive reporting. They painted a picture of indefensible
neglect and untold suffering during the pandemic.

Low Down to Hull & Back News
Stuart Benson
This story undertakes to unravel an explosive charge of racism in a small
community through extensive reporting. It’s responsible, fair and important
journalism.

Martin Sasseville,
owner of the Depan
neur
media for casting
himself and his emplo Boucherie M.S. in Masham, where
an alleged “hateyees as the bad guys
motivated assault”
when they were just
took place on Aug.
bystanders.
8, blames social
Stuart Benson photo

Muslim group ca
lls for charges
over ‘hate-motiva
ted assault’
at Masham store

3

By Stuart Benson
M.S. in Masham on
Aug. 8.
No one should be
“There must be zero
victimized Islamophob
The National Coun
toler- because of
cil of ance for
ia, and is speaking
what they wear.”
Canadian Muslims
hate in Quebec,” wrote
on behalf of the comp
called for Musta
The NCCM is an indep
lainant
fa Farooq, president
the MRC des Collin
end- regarding the
es Police to CEO
and ent, non-partisa
incident.
n and non-profit
of
lay charges in what
“We have reason to
they allege releas the NCCM in a press organization
believe
whose mission is
e Aug. 12. “After speak
to be a “hate motivated
that there was a stron
ing to to protect
assault” to the
g racial
Canadian human
complainant, it is
at the Depanneur
or
religious motivation
clear rights and
Boucherie that
civil liberties and
to this
charges should be
incident, but we
laid. challenge discri
can’t speak
mination and

Councillor
asks ‘Where
is Will Amos?’

Continued on Page

By Hunter Cresswell
Chelsea councillor Simon
Joubarne had one
question
on his mind when
council
discussed a contr
act for
Meech Lake Road
repairs:
“Where is [Pontiac
MP] Will
Amos?”

ASSURANCES
DES COLLINES
CABINET EN ASSUR

ANCE DE DOMMAGES

e t P ar t e n ai r

e
de

C

in
ab

The
council
voted
unanimously durin
g its
Aug. 4 meeting to
award
the $4,300,011 contr
act for
repairing about
2.6 kilometres of Meech Lake
Road
between the Chem
in Dunlop and Gatineau
Parkway
intersections to
Eastern

QESBA
pleased
with stay
on Bill 40
By Stuart Benson

The Quebec Engli
sh School
Boards Association
is celebrating the judgement
in favour
of a stay on Bill 40
by Quebec
Superior Court Justic
e Sylvain
Lussier on Aug. 10.
QESBA and its co-ap
plicants
filed for an interlocuto
ry injunction, or a stay, in May
to suspend
the application of
Bill 40 — an
Act to amend main
ly the Education Act with regar
d to school
organization and
gover nance.
They argued that the
new model
does not respect sectio
n 23 of the
Canadian Charter of
Rights and
Freedoms to manage
and control
minority language
educational
institutions.
Continued on Page

24

Townships-based
Couillard
Construction.
“It’s a project that
needs
to be done. Unfortunat
ely, we
are stuck paying it
by ourselves,” Ward 1 counc
illor
Joubarne said about
what
he called the “extre
mely
Continued on Page

23

24

As heard in front of
the Chelsea Pub:

“Never in my life would
I imagine that my hand
s
would consume more
alcohol than my mout
h.”

819-459-2361
SANS FRAIS CANAD
A-EU / TOLL FREE CANAD
A-USA

877-459-2365

info@adesc.ca
www.assurancesde
127 Route 105, La Pêch scollines.ca
e, Quebec, J0X 3G0

Et plus...

And more....
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BEST FEATURE STORY
Nunatsiaq News - September

1/29/2021

25, 2020

1

NEWS

Nunatsiaq News
Emma Tranter
This is excellent storytelling. With power and nuance the writer
considers a weighty topic. And the story flows.

NUNAVIK ᓄᓇᕕᒃ

Sixties Scoop surviv
or frustrated with se
ttlement

“Inuit have been scoope
d—not in
big numbers, but there
are a
number of us”
Sarah Rogers
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you quantify the loss of
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This heartbreaking and inspiring story is
told with great skill. Its qualities include
a compelling lead, solid research, and
fine quotes.
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Quebec Farmers’ Advocate

Andrew McClelland
This bright feature offers us all hope. And it proves that even during
the pandemic good old human ingenuity is moving in unexpected
directions.
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Very touching and well written feature in the
newsworthy context of the pandemic. Well done.
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NESDAY, MARCH 18,

Mark Lidbetter
Original subject, the one of sports in the
pandemic. Well described.
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BEST BUSINESS STORY

1

Pontiac Journal

Allyson Beauregard, Carl Hager
Good effort. Covered a lot of ground, talking to a lot of
businesspeople. Readers had to cover a lot of ground too
- seven pages. But advertising on each so no complaints.
Seems to have been tied to a contest. Giving small business
a voice is critical to the mandate of community newspapers
during covid.
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Businesses hit hard
by pandemic
Friday, November 20,

2020
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The Eastern Door

Marisela Amador
Good story chronicling the struggles of
these businesses during covid, illustrating
the revenue pressures, effects on staff
and putting the situation into perspective
through the words of the business
owners. A complete job.

Young Farmers
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keeping it local

3

Quebec Farmers’ Advocate

Andrew McClelland
Engaging. Details the history and background of the couple’s
foray into farming, with pertinent numbers, intermixed with the
thinking, passion and emotions that brought their business to
to the budding business of today and their hopes for the future.
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BEST INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
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Send your thoughts
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April 15, 2020

The Suburban West
Island

1

Q U E B E C ’ S

Chelsey St. Pierre
This series of stories highlights a tragedy on a
national scale. The writers made use of sources
inside and outside the institution to paint a picture
of historical ineptitude
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Man fends off
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Hunter Cresswell
There is nothing more paramount than
transparency in local government. The
story highlights why it is important
for local media to hold government to
account for their actions - even in times
of crisis.
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This tragic story unfolds in two chapters. The first
is a tragedy due to a pandemic; the second is how
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Hockey players,
organizations reﬂect on
cancelled Quebec Pee-Wee
Hockey Tournament

The Record

Michael Boriero
Community newspapers are about telling unique stories in
innovative ways. During a global pandemic in which most
organized sports were cancelled, the writer took on a
storied pee-wee tournament and told the story through two
former players. Through solid interviews and with crisp
writing, he can bring readers back to a rink filled with
12,000 fans.
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Chantal Hortop
Not everyone leaves home to chase their
dream, but when they do it is important
their community doesn’t lose sight of
them. This story showcases the early
community connections to a determined
athlete who refuses to let obstacles get in
the way of her dreams.
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The Record

Gordon Lambie
A well-written and researched profile that
captures the passion of the athlete -- and the
emotion of her parents surrounding her success.
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Nunatsiaq News

Corey Larocque
Beautiful well written story that touches on an important
topic: mental health.
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This flowing, conversational work is intelligent,
accessible and funny. And more: it is a pleasure
to read.
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Mitch Shulman
Excellent information provided with urgency and heart. Few columnists make this
deep a connection with readers.
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BEST BUSINESS COLUMN OR FEATURE

The 1019 Report

Brenda O’Farrell
This story was a fun romp through the challenges
around how a business, that is a Quebec cultural
touchstone, was able to confront the challenges of
a global pandemic.
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To say it was a quiet
day at the Sucrerie
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May 16, would not
be quite accurate. It
was more serene, plea
santly peaceful. If
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d have a mood, this
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ized as reflective,
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fire kept the bugs
away and filled the
air with the scent of
nostalgia.
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d. He has travelled
the globe promoting
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one of the province’s
best-known exports.
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red in films and helps
Allen cut the hay in his mare
fields.

The Parents’ Voice
By Shelle
y Heaphy

Christmas presents
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Subscription — The gift
that keeps on giving.
Find a magazine
that your child will
enjoy (Lego is free to
subscri
High Five, Highlights
and subscribe each month be to), Chirp,
ceive their new magazi
when they rene they’ll have someth
ing new to do, look
at and read.
Gear for a sport or extracu
rricular activity, soccer
helmet, skate guards,
cleats, hockey
a new
er your child is into, replacin volleyball, new art supplies. Whatevg some much needed
can be considered a gift
supplies or gear
at Christmas time.
Extracurricular activitie
s such as horseback
riding lessons, a
new gymnastics session
, winter swimming lessons
program etc. are all great
, a new dance
ideas for grandparents
prise your child with
looking to sursometh
be reminded that grandm ing meaningful. Each week they will
a wanted them to be
sport.
able to attend a
Hopefully these ideas
help
receive this holiday season. to limit the amount of stuff children
There are many great
children we care about
ways to show
them that don’t involve
three of the newest hot ticket items out
there.

Steve or Janey 819-647
-2204
Pontiac Printshop Ltd
.
133 Cent
re St., Shawville
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Grand Central House,
Bryson Que. This hotel
opened for the public
has been recently
accommodation and
has been equipped in
first class style with all
necessary requirements.
Mr. R.D. Finnigan has
leased the blacksmithing
Mr. R.J. Black’s carriag
department of
e works and is prepare
d to do a share of the
business in that line.
It is said that certain
shareholders and bondsm
Kingston and Pembro
en of the
ke Railway have institut
for the examination
of certain officials connec ed proceedings
ted with the road,
together with the receive
r, touching the busines
annual meeting of Co.
s of the line. The
Pontiac Ag Society No.
1 for the purpose of
electing directors for
the ensuing year, took
place on Wednesday
last. The attendance
was very poor, about
fifteen members only
being present.
Great sale of buttons
now going on at G.
Fred Hodgins: fancy
dress buttons: 3 cents
a dozen.
During the fore part
of last week, a rushing
trade was done in
the village, but owing
to the disappearance
of the snow, it dwindl
down to comparatively
ed
nothing before the week
Christmas trade got it
closed. Fact is the
“in the neck” from the
thaw.
Mr. Thomas Wilson
Jr. has commenced
the manufacture of
pumps in this village.
Ad: R.H. Klock, M.D.
C.M. Physician and Accoute
door to Masonic Hall,
r: Office next
Main St. Shawville.
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Editorial Page
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You are not alone, Kahnawak

As we digest the horrific
this
information we’ve learned
uniweek, of women in the comm
d
forwar
g
comin
eously
ty courag
must
and sharing their stories, we
and
y
braver
th,
streng
the
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shared by
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tting
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all,
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healing on a community-w
scale.
To all the women that have
in
come forward, and anyone else
the community affected by sexual
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t,
assaul
and
harassment
are
here to acknowledge you. We
n
here to tell you that The Easter
and
Door believes you, hears you
supports you.
The harsh reality of sexual
assault and pedophilia in Indigenous communities is no secret
to us, and we know Kahnawake
the
will not stay quiet. Following
lead of these brave community
and
members sharing their stories
ashowing resilience and vulner
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bility, we must continue to
that
ways
in
table
abusers accoun
will change that pattern of abuse.
We have seen the justice sysfor
tem fail Indigenous women
centuries. To fire up the conver
forced
users
sation, social media
local organizations and the comlmunity as a whole to acknow
edge this wide-spread issue.
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mousl
anony
stories
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Sharin
can often be one of the safest ways
ence.
experi
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to
This week, women have shown
the power of their voices. They
unare not alone. Many women,
with
fortunately, can empathize
out
them
Letting
.
these stories
of
and being honest can be a form
greats
world’
the
of
One
g.
healin
th
streng
est superpowers is the
and
of women coming together
supporting each other.
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Editorial Page

Callie Giaccone
Callie Giaccone tackled a very important issue; the recent
reporting by of the women of Kahnawake of over 70 accounts
of sexual misconduct within the community. The editorial
is unwavering in its support for the victims while looking
at all aspects of this issue including at the family, local and
systemic levels. Notably, it offers solutions that are rooted in
both practicality and compassion. This is a well-written and
powerful piece.

Letter to
the Editor
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Steve Bonspiel
Steve Bonspiel’s editorial on local leaders,
not following COVID-19 restrictions,
is a well-written and nuanced look at
something that many communities have had
to deal with during the pandemic. This was
not a hot take full of fire and brimstone, but
a considered look at both the burden of
leadership that reminded readers of just
who within the community restrictions are
designed to protect. This shows that the
anger does not need to fly off the page to
write an effective editorial.
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Renata Isopo
Renata Isopo, Entitlement? Not the best way for English
Québec to fight the government for status quo in control of
schools. Renata Isopo is a thorough look at Bill 40 and the
changes it would make to local school boards. Its central point
is well argued and full of strong opinion on a topic of great
local importance.
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2021 QCNA Better Newspapers Competition Awards
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BOB PHILLIPS AWARD FOR BEST EDITORIAL (GENERAL)
Editorial Page

The Eastern Door

Callie Giaccone
A well crafted defence of local journalism and freedom of
the press. Congratulations.
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Pontiac Journal

Allyson Beauregard
A well research editorial with data to support the writer’s
viewpoint and wrapped up in humanity. Well done.

The Gleaner

Sarah Rennie
The beginning of the editorial starts slowly, however,
builds a strong argument about the inequities of demanding
children return to school.
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Hunter Cresswell, Stuart Benson, Matt Harrison, Nikki Mantell
The staff of Low Down to Hull and Back are to be commended for
mastering the knack or writing catchy, entertaining headlines that
draw the reader in without being too cutesy or reaching too far for
a pun or a joke. Each one of the five entries was a true gem that
both made me smile and well reflected the content of the story.
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Iris Delagrange
Sujet intéressant et original, bien expliqué, en plus d'un
beau portrait. Beau travail.
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Pontiac Journal

Francis Carrier
Beau portrait de ces jeunes athlètes, en plus d’un
travail de terrain qui transparait dans l’article.

Pontiac Journal

Fred Ryan
Intéressant compte-rendu de ce genre de
rencontre.
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BEST FRENCH-LANGUAGE EDITORIAL/COLUMN

1

Pontiac Journal

Fred Ryan
Chronique très juste et importante. L’importance
des changements climatiques a clairement été noyée
avec la pandémie, cepandant, demeure un enjeu
important. Exemples concrets et locaux et l’appui,
cette chronique est inspirante et nécessaire.

2
Bulletin d’Aylmer

Didier Périès
Très bon résumé de la question de la vaccination, autant
sur le plan politique que social.

3

Pontiac Journal

François Carrier
Chronique d’actualité très pertinente que de couvrir les
nombreux angles morts de la pandémie. Bons exemples
pour démontrer les conséquences invisibles réelles et
concrètes.

Judge: Gabrielle Brassard-Lecours
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BEST EDUCATION STORY
The Record

The Record

Gordon Lambie
In this story about COVID-19-driven uncertainties around the
return to class in September 2020, Gordon Lambie explores
the rise in interest in homeschooling. The article unpacks the
provincial rules and regulations around homeschooling, and
speaks to local parents who either have been, or are interested in
continuing their children’s education at home. The article offers
readers a range of experiences and lots of useful information
written in a clear and balanced way. It does not present one
way of schooling as necessarily better than the other, but rather
provides readers the information they need to make decisions
that are right for them.
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The Eastern Door

Robin Della Corte
There was certainly a common education
in the time of COVID-19 theme among
this year’s entries, and Robin Della
Corte’s story on how schools, educators,
parents, and students in Kahnawake were
adapting during the pandemic lockdown
is an excellent example of how to do this
type of article right. Della Corte works
to explain a complex situation and the
behind-the-scenes work that went on in
a way that resonates with readers. The
article draws on a breadth of sources to
illustrates the complexities, obstacles
and, at times, opportunities the abrupt
switch to remote learning brought up in
the community. This is a well-written and
comprehensive article that does a lot of
work for Eastern Door readers.
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Lennoxville rail
blockade leads
to 19 arrests

ETSB
caught
between
a bill and
a hard
election

I

The Record

Matthew McCully
Matthew McCully’s article does a good job of explaining the
implications the provincial Bill 40 will have on the upcoming school
board elections in the communities The Record serves. Articles about
complex policies can be quite dry, but McCully’s writing describes
Bill 40’s repercussions in a clear, step-by-step way that is easy and
enjoyable to read. In addition to explaining the bill and highlighting
local concerns about it, the article goes a step further and explains
how community members themselves can get involved in the school
board elections. This move to encourage civic engagement is exactly
what good community journalism is supposed to do.
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Don’t forget our
tokens

Townships schools pu
t on pin
stand up to bullying k to

By Matthew McCully

t’s still business as
usual at the Eastern Townships Scho
ol Board (ETSB),
spared temporarily
from the effects
of Bill 40 along
with other English
boards.
But things are abou
t to get weird.
The board, which
court challenge again is mounting a
ernance reform bill, st the school govalso has a legal obligation to hold scho
ol board elections
this year, schedule
d for Nov 1. 2020.
The trouble is, the
upcoming election must be held
under the existing
rules laid out in Bill
40.
That means instead
of
electing a new
council of commiss
ioners for the scho
ol
board, voters will be
electing a board of
directors for the scho
ol service centre.
So, the current coun
cil
of
com
missioners, in addition
to the regular man
agement of the 27
schools and centres
on its territory and
along with the fact
that it is a negotiati
ng year for teacher
collective agreeme
nts, is charged with
holding an election
for its successors in
the absence of gove
rnment support previously available for
elect
A lot of questions wereions.
raised during
By Matthew McCully
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re it overtakes us all?
participated in Pink
How much money
Shirt Day yeswill
on an election we are we need to spend terday, taking a stand against
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trying to stop from and viole
happening?
nce.
The initiative start
Another main conc
ed in 2007 when
ern is figuring out a Grade
9 student in Nova
Scotia was
CONT’D ON PAGE 4 bullied for wear
ing a pink shirt
to

S

school. Two other
students from the
school took it upon
themselves to take
a stand against bully
ing. They went to
a discount store and
tank tops. The next bought 50 pink
day, they handed
them out to their
fello
wear in solidarity with w students to
the bullied boy.
Over the years that
gesture has evolved
into a national cam
paign.
Some schools held
assemblies to

COURTESY ETSB

talk about the impo
rtance of standing
up to bullying and
spread kindness.
Others spelled out
their pledge in
pink, like Sutton Elem
entary School,
which gathered all
the students in the
school together to
form a peace sign.
See The Record’s webs
ite for more
pictures
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Dairy News
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Brenda O’Farrell
Brenda's soft lead and relatable anecdote open into the
broader topic very nicely, segueing into a series of
quantitative and qualitative details that further illustrate
the gravity of your subject, while turning to a variety of
reliable sources. Nice job. She has researched and
presented an impactful story with strong form a style.
Congratulations for a job well done.
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Stuart Benson
Stuart has cited his sources well and
built a great lead illustrating the impact
felt by producers as the lockdown
decimated demand. Wrote with clarity
and brevity, in a present and active
tense, without spelling or grammatical
issues. Excellently done.
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Brenda O’Farrell
Writing with clarity and brevity, Brenda has done well to
employ a soft lead and rhetorical devices to help make the
content more relatable to readers. She then does a strong job
illustrating the impact of the Covid-19 lockdowns on growers,
and the agricultural industry. The sidebar is a powerful way to
relate facts and figures well, and I appreciate the choice to
include them in the sidebar, and not in the article.
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BEST ENVIRONMENTAL STORY
News
New environmental
study at Kanawaki

LAURENCE BRIS
SON
DUBREUIL
The easTern Door

The Eastern Door
Laurence Brisson Dubreuil
Brisson Dubreuil weaves together an important environmental and
historical story to report on studies of heavy metal contamination at
the Kanawaki Golf Club grounds. The story is crisply written with
good photos. Well done.

1/29/2021

As of Wednesday, the
Kahnawake Environment
Protection
Office (KEPO) has been
collecting soil samples on the
Kanawaki
Golf Club grounds as
part of an
environmental study
it’s conducting.
Its goal is to determine
the
volume of soil on
the property
impacted by heavy
metals such
as mercury.
The preliminary findi
ngs of
previous studies that
have taken
place at the club
identified a
number of areas of pote
ntial environmental concerns
, including
elevated levels of
mercury in
the soil and polycycl
ic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH
s) detected
in some of the grou
ndwater
samples collected on
the site.
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Jane George
George writes a strong story about four
beached bowhead whales that is packed
with details. While it is not clear what
killed the bowhead whales, the story
is well reported on, including lots of
research about killer whale hunting
techniques.
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Everyone
masks up
By Stuart Benson

As of July 18, mask
s are
mandatory in indoo
r public
spaces across Queb
ec.
Premier François Lega
ult
made the announce
ment July
13, and although
the rule
applies to everyone
aged 12
and up, Legault said
children
even as young as two
should
be encouraged to wear
4 .
a mask
ex.html#p=1
bile
Peop
le /ind
with a medical cond
0-16/mo
im/virtual/2020-1
tion that precludes
https://nunatsiaq.co
them from
wearing one will be
exempted.
Given that the prov
ince

saw its highest incre
ase in
new cases since
June the
very next day after
the rule
went into effect – 166
cases on
July 19 – the Wake
field businesses The Low Down
spoke
with said they are more
than
happy with the new
policy.
Wendy Stephens,
owner
of End of the Line
Boutique,
has had a mask rule
in her
shop since she re-op
ened,
in large part because
she is
immuno-compromis
ed from
her battle with canc
er.
Wakefield General
Store
Continued Page 7
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cashier Patricia Cadre
Andresen and Laura
au scans Edelweiss
Takenaka’s items
residents Jonathan
on July 20, the first
mandatory in all indoo
Monday since mask
r public places Queb
s became
ec-wide.
Hunter Cresswell
photo

Parking promise
Outdated bylaw more
pulverized?
‘nuisance’ than tall grof a
as

Low Down to Hull & Back News
Stuart Benson
With a snappy headline, Benson gives a strong environmental twist
to complaints over not moving your lawn. The ecosystem from a wild
flower lawn is pitted against a bylaw in this insightful story.
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Sarah Rennie
The Gleaner’s Sarah Rennie does an excellent job of
reporting on the solutions coming for a stinky longstanding problem in the community. By drawing
on interviews with residents, local politicians and
provincial officials, she explains the background
of the situation well, and clearly breaks down the
largely bureaucratic issues that have delayed a fix for
a number of years. In addition to solid reporting on
the politics of the situation, Rennie also does a bit
of explainer journalism on how stabilization ponds
actually work to help readers further understand the
technical details behind the problem. Readers walk
away from this article much more knowledgeable
about the situation than they might have been before.
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Michael Boriero
This solid municipal affairs story written
by The Recorder’s new Local Journalism
Initiative reporter, Michael Boriero, does
a good job of reporting on a preposed
project for the local fire hall that has
stirred up quite a bit of controversy in the
community. He makes sure to summarize
the background and details clearly and
succinctly about the opposition to some
elements of the proposed construction.
He draws on interviews with local
politicians and citizens to provide readers
with a further understanding of why there
is disagreement on how to proceed. While
this is a story about conflict, Boriero
makes sure to approach this wellwritten article with balance and care in
representing both sides and their concerns
accurately.
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The Eastern Door

Virginie Ann
This is another solid piece of municipal affairs
reporting done by the Eastern Door’s new
Local Journalism Initiative reporter, Virginie
Ann. It tells the story of a controversial public
consultation held over videoconferencing in
October 2020 about an even more controversial
proposal regarding The Pines, a site that has
been at the centre of much tension for the past 30
years, as land claims were never truly resolved
after the Siege of Kahnawake. The article does
a good job of drawing out the tensions between
the municipality of Oka and the Kahnawake
community and is careful to explain the historical
context of the current situation. This is a sensitive
issue, and Virginie Ann treats it as such in
her well-written article. She does a good job
of including several relevant voices and their
concerns, and reports on the controversy with
balance and care.

Judge: Elyse Amend

2021 QCNA Better Newspapers Competition Awards

www.qcna.qc.ca

BEST COMMUNITY HEALTH STORY
The Eastern Door
Steve Bonspiel, Natalia Fedosieieva
The team at the Eastern Door sweeps the Best Community
Health Story category this year with its excellent and
community-focused reporting in a time when reader
interest in health news has never been higher. Steve
Bonspiel and Natalia Fedosieieva’s article on how the
community was adapting to a new reality in the early days
of the COVID-19 lockdown sets the bar high. The article
does a good job of providing an extensive community
snapshot that features a diversity of voices and provides
readers with information about the evolving situation from
trusted sources. While this type of article was found in
newspapers across the province, the Eastern Door never
loses sight of the community it serves in this article by
providing readers useful local information and concrete
advice on how to support their physical and mental health,
transition to remote learning, and maintain traditions and
ceremonies during lockdown.
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How Kahnawake is
dealing with COVID
-19

NATALIA FEDOSI
EIEVA
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The Eastern Door
Laurence Brisson Dubreuil
Laurence Brisson Dubreuil’s article
focuses on the struggle of obtaining
safe drinking water for all members
of the Kahnawake community and
does an excellent job of explaining the
history and larger political contexts that
continue to drive this local challenge.
The article uses first-hand accounts from
residents and expert sources from within
the community to explain the situation
in a clear and understandable way for
readers. While maintaining this strong
local angle, Brisson Dubreuil’s article
also makes sure to not lose sight of the
extensive and longstanding failings at
the federal level that have continued
to inhibit access to safe drinking water
in Indigenous communities across the
country.
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The Eastern Door
Marisela Amador
Marisela Amador’s story about a COVID-19 outbreak at the
Independent Living Centre in Kahnawake and the response to it is
a well-written and strong piece of reporting. The article explains
the timeline of the outbreak and clearly describes how local health
authorities acted quickly to get things under control. The article’s
step-by-step approach to reporting on the outbreak and response to it
provides readers with a glimpse into and heightened appreciation for
what front-line workers are doing behind the scenes.
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the year, is not quite
as reassuring
as people may have hope
d. There
are still just too many
unknowns,
she explained.
Westaway reminded
the
community: “It’s really
the time
to be extra vigilant,
to remember
everything that we have
learned,
to support each other
, and to work
hard to get through these
next few
months.”
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to give a lower perspective so the crowd and
children could be closer in line. A well
thought out photo.
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Hunter Cresswell
As with all the winners in this category, the
photo tells the story.
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these days and we
have never
seen a burlesque show
!”
Creating a safe sp
ace for
marginalized youth
also resonated with La Duche
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The burlesque pe
rformer
was crowned the 20
18 New Orleans Queen of Bu
rlesque and
voted the number on
e burlesque
performer in Cana
da by 21st
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Century Burlesque.
“It was hard to na
vigate.
I was 18 when I sta
rted, and it
was predominately
white women being praised an
d uplifted,”
said Jiles, Chantal
who’s Hortop
also the first
image
skillfully
pulls a visually
peThis
rform
er fro
m Cana
da to winout
interesting
and
storytelling
the Queen of Burlesq moment
ue
award.
of an everyday event.
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Continued next page
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BEST SPORTS PHOTO

1

2

The Equity
Caleb Nickerson
Great faces on the dogs.
Photographer had the right
angle for the photo. Well done.
http://betternewspapercontest.
com/admin/entries/
edit/1509196

Quebec ChronicleTelegraph
Cassandra Kerwin
The race is captured in one photo. With
some already started out and others just
getting underway. Nice photo

3

The Suburban
West Island
Rob Taussig
Nice photo with every player
concentrating on what to do.

Judge: Pete Fisher
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Doc Fest
offers
four
themes

By Hunter Cressw
ell
issued on Jan. 22.
MRC Prefect Cary
The details are bein
l Green
g kept and MRC
hush-hush by both
Police Sgt. Martin
parties, but Fournel
declined to commen
the MRC-des-Colline
t on
s and for- the mat
ter and Tanguay’s
mer MRC Police depu
lawty chief yer Tho
mas Villeneuve-Gagné
Sylvain Tanguay have
reached didn’t retu
a settlement in a case
rn multiple requests
that goes for com
ment before the pub
back to 2017.
lishing deadline.
“The Municipalité
régionale
In January, The Low
de comté des
Down
Collines-de- repo
rted that Tanguay had
l’Outaouais wishes
been
to express back
at work with the
their sincere regrets
MRC
to Sylvain police
force since Novemb
Tanguay, as well as
er
to all mem- 2018.
He was awarded
bers of his family,
about
for all preju- $190
,000 to cover lost wag
dices which he suff
es and
ered,” a joint lega
l fees, but sought a
press release from
further
the MRC $6 mill
ion in a lawsuit.
and Tanguay state
s, which was

By Hollie Davies
When Ma Ke, reno
wned artistic director of the
Shanghai
Chinese Opera The
atre is diagnosed with Alzheim
er’s, his son,
one of China’s mos
t influential
conceptual artists,
pours everything into an ambitiou
s new project. Attendees of
Wakefield’s
11th annual Doc Fest
will have
the chance to watch
the visually
stunning and beau
tiful documentary “Our Tim
e Machine”
during the last wee
kend in February, along with
eight other
films that are bein
g screened
throughout the enti
re month.
For the past 11 year
s, the winter arts event has
appealed to
film buffs of every
variety with
prize-winning features
that have
a little something
for everyone.
Although the festi
val is organized similarly to prev
ious years,
it’s gotten a bit of
a makeover
for 2020. When the
Wakefield
Doc Fest screens its
first feature
on Feb. 7, attendees
might notice
that the internationa
l roster of
films has been divi
ded into four
themed weekends.

Continued Page 6

Chelsea gets
‘bike friendly’
certification
By Hunter Cressw
ell

Chelsea is the third
smallest
municipality out of
14 in Quebec
to be certified as bike
friendly by
Vélo Québec.
The municipality
got the
bronze level certifica
tion, the
lowest of three leve
ls, earlier
this month. It appl
ied for the
“vélosympathique”
certification
in 2016.
“Chelsea was reco
gnized
with a bronze certifica
tion for all

Unleash
the Dragon

the efforts that have
been made
in recent years to prom
ote active
transportation thro
ugh investing
in safe infrastructu
re for our
residents. It is a reco
gnition for
the council, municip
al employees and all the volu
nteers and
partners involved,”
said Green.
“The
municipality
also
received a report deta
iling our
accomplishments,”
Mayor Caryl
Green said, adding
that Chelsea
got an honourable men
tion from
the organization a few
years ago.

Continued Page 2

Jack Pelletier of Wak
efield sprays ice and
doing a hockey stop
snow while
as he warms up his
leading up to the
skating legs
Dragon Fest 2020
on-ice waitering
contest on Jan. 25
at the Centre Wak
efield La Pêche
ice rink. Hundreds
of people show
ed up at the
community centre
Saturday to take
part in the 21st
Dragon Fest orga
nized by the Wak
efiel
d Recr
Association. See
more photos on page eation
10.

What is the hardest
part of lear ning to
ride a bike?
The pavement.
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Hunter Cresswell
The photographer caught the action. Effort and
skills were evident. Readers got to experience the
movement and joy of the event. Good work.
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ter Carnival a pictureperfect event
All photos Greg
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Greg Horn, Jasmine Dearhouse
Comprehensive photojournalism. Very good. This is a hard judgment, but
there were almost too many images, as if quantity would overcome a lack of
concentrated, closer-up photos. However, it is fine work and brought the
solidarity protest to readers completely.

Deep within Bonh

visit Bonhomme Carna

omme’s Ice Palace,

val at home in his

children played a

Ice Palace.

pixel ice-canoe race

Aww w, sweet! Peop
le posed in giant
sculpted snow cubes
wonderful souvenir
. This photo will
of Valentine’s Day.
make a

game.
Warmly dressed Carna
valeux lined up to have
at his Ice Palace.
their photo taken
with

Quebec Chronicle-Telegraph

Cassandra Kerwin, Cheryl Stabinski
Joy, fun! Readers would have no doubt how much everyone enjoyed this
event. Photographer did a good job in communicating the chilly happiness.
The spread lacked, however, a couple of tight closeup shots of happy
faces. The photographer needs to get closer as well as overview shots.

Bonhomme Carna
val
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BEST EDITORIAL CARTOON
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The 1019 Report
Frederic Serre
This cartoon was well thought out for the time
of year, the pandemic situation of technology
and earned lots of points for originality,
creativity, presentation and funny. Great
Work! Congratulations.
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Chantal Hortop
I love that the ad is interactive and incorporates elements
from the client into the coloring section. The only criticism I
have is that the coloring section and other elements of the ad
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The 1019 Report

Isabel Liberatore
This ad has engaging copywriting and lovely balance. If anything, I
would try to make the acorn seem more a part of the photo and less
like a separate element.
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Laval News

Costa Hovris
My first thought when seeing this ad was, “That food looks
delicious!” The focus on the food is great and the copywriting
supports it.
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Pontiac Journal

Jesse Clouthier
I like how simple and effective the ad is. The red works well with the photo.
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Oliver Sutton
The ad is bold, clear, and clearly values its audience.
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LINDSAY CRYSLER OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
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The 1019 Report

Brenda O’Farrell
Truly a fantastic nomination for this award. There is a large amount of vision and hard work involved in starting
up a new community publication - let alone during a global pandemic. The launch of the 1019 Report not only
fills a gap, but it has created a whole new online community of sorts. Seeing the progression of the publication
over the past year gives us hope for the future of similar hyperlocal journalism projects. Congratulations!

The Gleaner

Hugh Maynard
Mr. Maynard is clearly an important figure in community media and we deeply
appreciate the nomination. His work makes a difference, and his dedication and
hard work is to be respected and appreciated.
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Quebec Chronicle-Telegraph

Jay Ouellet
This nomination shows that Jay Ouellet was an incredible person and
a talented photojournalist who made a strong and lasting impact in his
community. We would like to thank you for your nomination.

Judge: Aphrodite Salas

JOAN DURNIN OUTSTANDING SALESPERSON
AWARD
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The Gleaner

Lorelei Muller
Lorelei Muller has played a critical role in the revitalization of The Gleaner. She was part of a core
steering committee and has worked for years to uphold the principles of local journalism in her
community. Her work with advertising clients throughout the pandemic and her unique efforts to
reach out to hard-hit local businesses wherever possible deserves to be recognized. Congratulations!

Low Down to Hull & Back News

Aden Seaton
This nomination highlights Aden Seaton’s extraordinary skill as a sales
director as well as her positive attitude, which would have been integral for
the paper to survive and flourish over the past year.
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The 1019 Report

Marc Beaulieu
Marc Beaulieu is clearly a strong and dedicated sales director and has made an extraordinary
contribution to community journalism through The 1019 Report over the past year.

Judge: Aphrodite Salas
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